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Behaviour Policy 2022

We believe that every member of our school community should feel valued, respected
and treated as an individual, in accordance with our school vision which states:

“…I have come that you may have life and have it to the full.” John 10:10

Central to this aim is the expectation that the children and adults of St Aloysius will display the
highest standards of behaviour and treat other people as they would wish to be treated
themselves.

Our school behaviour policy is designed to support the way in which all members of our school
community can live and work together. It aims to promote an environment which helps children
develop into confident, well-motivated and hardworking pupils who enjoy school and achieve
their full potential.

Outstanding behaviour makes highly effective teaching and learning possible. Our academic
and social standards cannot be maintained if they are impeded by inappropriate behaviour. We
must have a consistent approach to behaviour throughout the school with parental cooperation
and support.

Through the implementation of this policy we aim to help children grow in a safe and secure
environment; supporting them to become positive, responsible and independent members of our
school community.

Rewards and sanctions

Our school rewards good behaviour as it believes that this will develop an ethos of kindness and
cooperation. Our approach is designed to promote good behaviour, rather than merely deter
anti-social behaviour. We praise and reward children for good behaviour in a variety of ways
including: positive verbal and written feedback, celebration assemblies and through the use of
the school reward system.

St Aloysius has high expectations of all pupils in order to promote a safe, positive and
productive learning environment. We expect children to always try their best to follow
instructions and adhere to the school rules which are underpinned by the fundamental British
Values:

● Respect
● Tolerance
● Democracy
● Rule of Law
● Individual Liberty



Our school also encourages children to live out the Gospel values which are to:

● Love one another.
● Be faithful in their relationships with others and with God, displaying integrity at all times.
● Be compassionate towards others, near and far, especially the less fortunate and

showing dignity to earn respect.
● Being truthful in what they say of themselves and others in the pursuit of justice.
● Being tolerant in their acceptance of the diverse nature of society whilst seeking peace

in order to be children of God.

It is important to involve parents as soon as possible when monitoring a child’s behaviour. This
relies upon good communication between home and school and setting reasonable behaviour
targets. A record of events/ meetings are kept in our behaviour monitoring system (CPOMS).

The school employs a number of sanctions to enforce our school rules, and to ensure a safe
and positive learning environment. We apply each sanction appropriately to each individual
situation as the school does not tolerate bullying of any kind. Our anti-bullying policy outlines our
approach.

Break times

We aim to make our playground a stimulating area as this provides opportunities for creative
play and lessens the likelihood of children becoming bored. At lunchtime, dedicated staff, along
with sports leaders from UKS2, are responsible for developing and playing games with the
children in order to promote a playful atmosphere for all pupils.

Reward Process

A consistent behaviour management system (Going for Gold) is in place and applied across all
classes in our school. A display in each classroom outlines this system - a five coloured
behaviour display.

Reward Process - Every Day is a Green Day

Green Zone Every child begins each day in the green zone (new day,
new start!). Each child stays in this zone if they do everything
that is expected of them.

Blue Zone A child will move to the blue zone and be rewarded with a
note home/ sticker if they demonstrate excellence in any
aspect of school life e.g. attitude, behaviour, school work.
This will also earn them one point on the Going for Gold
chart.



Gold Zone A child will move to the gold zone and be rewarded with a
postcard home if they demonstrate exceptional behaviour.
This will also earn them two points on the Going for Gold
chart.

Points system 10 points on the chart = Bronze award
20 points on the chart = Silver award
30 points on the chart = Gold award

This can be extended to 40, 50 and 60 points.

Sanction Process

Sanction Process

First Warning Verbal warning

Second Warning Move to amber

Third Warning or
Serious Incident

Move to red
The child (KS2) will receive a detention during their lunch
time

If a child has been moved into the amber zone and their behaviour improves throughout the day,
they will be able to transition back onto green to recognise a positive change in their behaviour.

Further Sanctions

Where unwanted behaviours are identified on a more regular basis, additional sanctions
will be implemented:

● Behaviour monitoring report - If a child is placed upon report, their behaviour
inside and outside of the classroom will be monitored throughout each day by the
class teacher and other members of school staff. The report will be completed in
collaboration with parents at home. When all parties agree that the child’s
behaviour has improved, the child will be taken off report.



If behaviour does not improve then one of the following actions can be imposed:

● A decision could be made by the SLT that the child will miss an activity they are
motivated by i.e. if they have been selected for a sports team or school trip.

● Internal exclusion with another class whereby the child would be dropped off at the
school entrance.

● Fixed term exclusion – work provided by the school to be completed during exclusion.

● Permanent exclusion

Behaviour Management Policy
Early Years (Revised 2022)

In Early Years, each child begins each day in the ‘sunshine zone’. If they demonstrate good
work, play and attitudes, they will remain here for the day. If they behave inappropriately they
will move to the ‘rain cloud’ as a warning. If this inappropriate behaviour continues, the child will
move to the ‘thunder cloud’ and may spend some time away from classmates. For repeated
episodes on the ‘thunder cloud’ a Senior Leader will be involved and a discussion with parents
will be arranged.

Monitoring

This policy is regularly monitored by the Head Teacher, who reports to governors about the
effectiveness of the policy on request. To discover the extent to which misbehaviour exists in
school and to monitor the extent to which our behaviour policy is effective, strategies will be
reviewed alongside staff and pupil voice.
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